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CHAPTER 7 
“Dealing with Change”

     “At 10am this morning, the government made the shocking announcement that they 
were surrendering to the PakCo Delivery Corporation,” spoke the news reporter on the 
television-like device aboard Cargo Ship Delta V.  “PakCo now has complete control 
and has dismantled the Galactic Council.  We are urging all residents to stay inside today 
as we deal with this startling transition.  We will give you further information when it 
becomes available.”
     “I can't believe this is happening!  It's unreal!” exclaimed Jack after watching the 
broadcast.
     “Guys, you realize that we are all now fugitives,” added Delta.
     John shook his head in disbelief.  “Delta is right; they're going to be looking for us.” 
He paused for a moment.  “So where do we go?”
     Jack thought for just a second.  “We do our last delivery...”
    “Huh?” interrupted John.
    “Before the inspection,” continued Jack, “the Omega Colony ordered a ton of 
supplies, and since the colony is so far away it's unlikely the Galactic Fleet will bother 
going there.”
     “Okay,” replied John, “but how do we get their supplies from the supplier?”
     “It was already taken care of,” answered Jack.  “Amber's Supply Warehouse on Pluto 
has them ready to load.”
     “So we just need to get in and out without being noticed.”
     “Alright! Let's do it then!” exclaimed Delta, ready for some action.
     The Delta V adjusted its course and headed for Pluto.  It glided through the darkness 
of space on low power to avoid being detected.  After a few hours, the small ball of 
Pluto came into view.  Planet or not, it was their destination.  The ship quietly settled on 
to the landing bay at Amber's Supply Warehouse.  John and Jack climbed out and a 
flurry of robots moved into action loading the cargo on to the ship.  A fairly young, 
short, and thin blonde girl walked up to John and Jack.
     “Thanks Amber,” John said to the girl, “I know you're taking a great risk by helping 
us.”
     “Hey, I'll do anything to support the Resistance,” replied Amber.  “We can't let them 
take away our freedoms.”
     “Resistance?” asked Jack with confusion in his voice.  He hadn't heard of any 
resistance.



     “You don't know!” exclaimed Amber.  “There's a resistance movement forming at the 
Omega Colony.  We're going to fight back!  We're going to win!  That's why they need 
all these supplies.”
      Their conversation was interrupted when John's phone started ringing.  He picked it 
up.
      “Yes Delta...”
      “Dad, the cargo is loaded and there's company on the way” reported Delta.  “I 
suggest we leave immediately!”
      Amber looked at John with bewilderment.  “The computer calls you dad?”
     “It's a long story,” replied John, “and we have little time.  The Galactic Fleet is 
headed this way and we are number one on their hit list!”
     “Be careful,” said Amber, “and come back when the Resistance needs more supplies. 
I will being holding down the fort here!”
     “Thanks Amber,” replied John and Jack.  “Let's go!”
      Quickly they checked to make sure the cargo holds were sealed and then climbed 
back into the ship.  They raced to their seats and ordered Delta to take off.
      “It's going to be close!” yelled Delta has she took the ship out of the landing bay.
      The Delta V once again soared into the darkness of space.  This time it's engines 
were roaring, giving the ship the maximum thrust possible.  The stars raced by in streaks 
of light.
      “Dad! We've been spotted!” reported Delta.
      “Okay!” replied John.  “We can't show them where the secret tunnel is, so we're 
going to have to go through the asteroid field!”
      Delta suddenly got very concerned.  “I don't know if I can do that!”
     John, however, continued unwavering, “No, but I can!”
     “They're gaining on us!” yelled Delta.
     The Galactic Fleet barreled through space at top speed, eagerly approaching its target. 
The Delta V creaked and groaned under the extreme pressures as it sped beyond its 
intended top speed.
      “How long until we reach the asteroid field?” asked John insistently. 
       “About five minutes,” reported Delta nervously.
       “Okay, Keep us ahead of them and give me manual control,” continued John.
       Suddenly the loud hum of the over worked engines faded away and the passing stars 
began to slow.
      “Dad! I'm losing power!” exclaimed Delta.
      “What's wrong?” asked John with great concern.
      “My hydraulics are failing!” replied Delta with almost terror in her voice.  “The 
whole system is going down... oh, my!  I don't feel good!”
      “Hang in there sweetie!  Will we make it to the asteroid field?”
      “Dad!  I...”
      Everything went black as every light in the ship went out, and silence filled the air as 
the engines completely shut off.  



      “That can't be good!” yelled Jack.
      For a moment they stood there in utter darkness, unable to see even the nose on their 
faces.  It was a moment of sheer terror!  If the ship was dead there would be no oxygen 
either!  Then finally there was a low hum and the emergencies systems turned on, and 
the dim emergency lights lit the bridge.
      Out the windows they could see pirate ships gathering around them ready to put an 
end to their existence.  Behind them the Galactic Fleet gathered, having caught it's prey. 
Tension filled the bridge.  They were powerless.  They had no way of communicating 
with their captors and no way of defending themselves from attack.  They were utterly 
helpless.  Their ship hung in the vastness of space lifeless, awaiting destruction.
     “Well, I guess this is it,” said John softly.  “I'm gonna be with my wife again real 
soon.  It's been an honor working for you Jack.”
     The weapons on the Galactic Fleet's vessels charged for deployment.  The command 
was given and lasers and missiles poured out of their ships and towards the Delta V. 
They approached with a loud roar, announcing their arrival violently.  John and Jack 
took each other into a friendly embrace to await their end.  They could hear the missiles 
roaring towards the haul of the ship, and then they heard the explosions of impact. 
Explosion after explosion filled the air in a loud roar!
     As the deafening noise of the explosions faded away, John and Jack realized 
something.  They were still alive.  Their ship was still intact!  Outside the window they 
saw the debris of a thousand pirates ships taken by surprised.  They were fired on by a 
fleet they thought was on their side.
     After a long silence soaking up the scene, it was Jack who finally spoke. “Huh? What 
happened?”  
     “I don't know,” replied John, “but we're still here.  Let's get my daughter back up and 
running and get out of here!”
     “Daughter?” replied Jack with confusion.  “Um,.. what about the fleet?”
     “Until we have power, we can't contact them, and they can't contact us.  All we know 
is that they did not shoot at us, and that's going to have to be good enough for now!”
     “Okay, so what do we do now?”
     “We need to get to the main utility deck where the primary systems are and see if we 
can figure out why the power went out.”
      John walked over to the captain's chair and reached underneath.  He pulled out 
something that looked like a handle and placed it on the door to the bridge.  He yanked 
on it and forced the electric door open.  They both left the bridge and walked down 
several halls, and then they climbed down some ladders a couple of decks until they 
reached the utility deck.  John placed the handle on the door and forced it open.  It was 
harder to open than the other doors.  He struggled against it with all his might and finally 
it gave way.  As it opened, water poured into the hallway.  With their feet soaked they 
entered the utility deck.  The floor was flooded with about two inches of water, broken 
pipes dangled from the ceiling in every direction with water pouring out of them.
     “This looks really bad,” said Jack sullenly.



      John groaned with despair.  “Okay!” he exclaimed.  “We've got to do whatever it 
takes to get the computer running right away or she could die!”
      Jack was taken back by the statement.  “What?” he replied.  “The computer will die? 
Are you saying it's alive?”
      John sighed a sad, grief-filled sigh.  “Right before my daughter died, I was able to 
transfer her essence into the ship's computer.”
     “How is that even possible?” inquired Jack.
     “It's what the ship's computer was designed for,” continued John, “uh... well... it's a 
long, complicated story.  I'll tell it to you when we're in a less desperate situation.”
     “Right!” perked up Jack, ready to do what ever had to be done.  “So how do we get 
power back to the computer?”
     “We need to find a white pipe with blue stripes on it,” instructed John.
     They sloshed through the flooded room searching for the striped pipe.  They scanned 
all of the ceiling and they fumbled around in the water on the floor.  For about forty five 
minutes they searched.  First they became desperate, then their despair turned into panic 
as they could not find it.  But then Jack tripped and tumbled into the water.  As he picked 
himself up he brought out of the water with him a white pipe with blue stripes.  It was 
mostly still completely intact, though it had several holes in it.
     “I think I found it!” exclaimed Jack jubilantly.
     Wasting no time, John grabbed a roll of duct tape out of his pocket.
    “Duct tape? Really!” exclaimed Jack.  “No matter how advanced we get, some things 
never change.”
     John just ignored him.  He was wholly focused on saving his daughter/computer. 
“Help me with this!” he commanded.
     Jack held the pipe above the water while John dried it with his shirt.  He then 
proceeded to place duct tape over the many holes.  Carefully, they pieced the pipe back 
together until it was fully sealed. 
     “Okay, that should do it!” exclaimed John.  “Now we need to manually override the 
automatic shut down.”
     John raced over to a computer console on the other side of the room.  He flipped a 
couple switches on the console and the sound of running water filled the pipe they had 
just repaired.  After a couple seconds the computer turned on and the screen lit up. 
“Enter password” popped up on the computer's screen.  John quickly typed in the 
password and the computer came to life.  Panels opened up on the side walls, and small 
robots came forth and began picking up broken pipes and cleaning up the water.  The 
most crucial hydraulic pipes were pieced back together by the robots, again, using duct 
tape!  Soon all the water was gone, and the mess of broken pipes was neatly stored in a 
container.  Then John and Jack heard the pipes that were repaired fill up with water, and 
the emergency lights shut off as the main power came back on line!
     John pauseed in prayer.  Then with a voice full of hope, he spoke.  “Delta?  Are you 
there?”  There was only silence.  “Delta!  Honey!  Can you hear me?”  His voice filled 
with desperation.  “Delta!  Please!  Answer me!”  John fell to the floor in despair.



     He turned to look at Jack, “I think she's gone,” he said very sadly.
     Jack reached out his arm and wrapped it around John to comfort him.  “I'm sorry, 
John.”  They sat there in silent misery for what seemed like an eternity.  The pain of the 
situation hung heavily like a brick across the room.
     Suddenly the silence was broken by a stuttering, “D... D...  D...”
    “What was that?” asked Jack.
     “D... D... D... D...” the stuttering continued and then grew louder, “D... D... Da...” it 
ached to say the word,  “D...  Daa...  Daa... Dad?
     “Delta?” John's heart leaped for a moment, but he was unsure if it was real.  For a 
moment he felt like he was in some sort of dream.  He listened carefully, eager to hear 
confirmation of its reality!
     The voice continued, struggling with each word.  “W... W... W... What's h.. h... h... 
happ...en...ing?”
     John leaped in ecstasy!  “Delta!”  Then he calmed himself down and began to 
comfort her, “you're gonna be okay, sweetie.  Just hang in there, my brave girl. 
Everything's going to be fine.  The whole hydraulics system blew out; your computer is 
operating on very limited power, but don't worry.  We will get you all fixed up just like 
new!”
    Suddenly the ship jolted!  John and Jack both lost their balance and fell to the ground.
   “What was that?” exclaimed Jack.
   “S...s...s....some....t.....t...t..thing,” Delta struggled to reply,  “h..h..h.. hassss... 
h..h...holddddd oooooof s...s...s...shi..i...ip.”
   “To the bridge!” commanded John.
    John and Jack raced through the hallways and up the steps until they reached the 
bridge.  Now that the power was restored, the bridge door opened on its own and they 
charged in!  From the windows on the bridge they could see that one of the ships in the 
Galactic Fleet had placed a tractor beam onto Delta V and was towing them.  The 
Galactic Fleet vessel yanked Cargo Ship Delta V through the vastness of space in a 
direction that was opposite of where earth was.  Jack and John could again only stand 
hopelessly by while they were carried through space against their will.  While the Delta 
V had power, she was still in very poor shape and didn't stand a chance of escaping!


